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 Reflections on the Protected Landscapes Review 
 
1. Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1 To offer Members some reflections on the Protected Landscape Review. 

 
2. Background 
 
2.1 In its submission to the 25 Year Environment Plan the English National Park 

Authorities argued for a major review of National Parks. The North York Moors 
National Park Authority (NYMNPA) also individually welcomed the decision by 
DEFRA to commission the Glover report which was commissioned as a cross-
Government review.  Members have previously approved a submission to the Review 
and have discussed the Interim and Final reports from the Review Panel. 

 
3. Reflections on the Landscape Review 
 
3.1 At Annex 1 please find, Draft Reflections from the North York Moors National Park 

Authority on the Landscapes Review, written from this NPA and about this National 
Park. 

 
4. Financial and Staffing Implications 
 
4.1 None arising directly 
 
5. Legal Implications 
 
5.1 None arising directly 
 
6. Recommendation 
 
6.1 That members approve the content of the response detailed at Annex 1. 
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Introduction 
 
In its submission to the 25 Year Environment Plan the English National Park Authorities 
(NPA’s) argued for a major review of National Parks (NPs). The North York Moors National 
Park Authority (NYMNPA) also individually welcomed the decision by DEFRA to commission 
the review. 
 
This response is written from this NPA and about this NP - we recognise that situations and 
views in other National Parks vary 
 
It often does not speak about AoNBs not because of any disinterest in those places but 
because of a lack of detailed knowledge of most of them, and indeed because it might seem 
discourteous to comment on the business of other organisations without their consent.  We 
do however understand the need for a cross government response which applies 
appropriately to all NPs and AoNBs.   
 
We believe that the current system for NPAs to make decisions and access resources allows 
us to do some of the things that we want to do, but we are eager to work on a bigger more 
urgent scale and need the means, (powers, resources and political support) to do it.  The 
ambitions expressed in the Report are the sort of ambitions we have in our Management 
Plan – and in our hearts. 
 
The Glover review was commissioned as a cross-Government review. We would like to see 
more Government wide action and engagement proposed – particularly in relation to health 
and education – we make some suggestions for what this might include.  We await the 
cross-government response to the Report and will be particularly interested to see the input 
from DCMS and DfE as well as MHCLG. 
   
In some sections of the report we feel concerned that changes proposed could do more 
harm than good and we set out why we think this is the case. We’ve tried our best to offer 
alternatives. The removal of ‘special qualities’ from the second purpose of National Parks is 
an example of this, it would impact adversely on the strength of protection of Protected 
Landscapes through the planning system. 
 
Underlying all our comments is the way we see ourselves – as a family.  We are part of a 
worldwide family of Protected Areas.  We don’t see our distant relatives very often but we 
know they are there.  The people who live in the National Park are close family and we have 
our arguments as families do, but together we look after the National Park. Teesside has 
some of our - and the country’s - very poorest family members.  We could forget them, and 
sometimes we do, but not often.  This approach is reflected in our Values, which say we 
aspire to treat everyone with respect.  That means we need to understand their needs and 
‘get under their skin’.  That should mean we provide good services.  And it means we can 
maximise support for, and effort into, making the National Park better.  We think that culture 
is a big influence on effectiveness and that this aspect of National Park life should be fully 
recognised and debated. 
 
In terms of hard tacks however, the Report is unrealistic about the level of activity that can 
be generated from the resources currently available to NPAs.  We estimate that five to ten 
times the current resource would be needed to deliver the level and range of activity 
described. In 20/21 this Authority will bring resources to bear that are three times the value 
of its core Defra grant, but even so cannot deliver anything like the level of output described.  
The reality is that the ten NPAs each deliver roughly ten sets of activity (Visitor Centres, 
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Rangers, Wildlife1, Education, etc) and on average each NPA gets the resources of a single 
secondary school from Defra.  So the average core resource available for work on say 
wildlife is roughly that of one school, spread across all ten Parks. 
 
As well as providing an overall commentary, the purpose of our response is to offer practical 
suggestions related to the implementation of the proposals in the review: what we think 
could work, what we don’t think would work and some suggestions for alternative action. It is 
written from a practical perspective based on how we operate and our experience of what 
has worked for us.  
 
Finally, this commentary allows us to correct some inaccuracies in the Report concerning the 
work of this Authority. 

1. Landscapes Alive for Nature and Beauty 
 
Proposal 1: National landscapes should have a renewed mission to recover and 
enhance nature, and be supported and held to account for delivery by a new National 
Landscapes Service 
 
We welcome the recognition of the importance of National Parks for nature recovery and the 
lead role they can play to respond to it. We strongly agree that National Parks ‘should be 
exemplars of the very best’.  We believe much more needs to be done for nature. 
 
We don’t however recognise the analysis that wildlife is low on our list of priorities since it’s 
our first, of only three, Strategic Priorities.  We note that the table on page 32 in the report 
suggested that wildlife had not been discussed at any of the three most recent Authority 
meetings.  This is incorrect; a full Authority meeting devoted to wildlife in July 2019 was 
missed from the table and wildlife was also discussed at the other two.  There is moreover a 
separate Members Forum which deals with more detailed conservation matters.  Wildlife and 
other key environmental issues are also considered at every planning committee, where 
decisions are taken in the context of delivering National Park purposes. 
 
We support the proposal to change the first purpose to “recover, conserve and enhance 
natural beauty, biodiversity and natural capital, and cultural heritage”.  Without other 
measures, however, this change would make little difference. 
 
As we stated in our initial submission to the review we recommend considering whether 
NPAs should have specific powers for encouraging more wildlife and better habitats 
including a review of the powers of other organisations with respect to wildlife and how they 
could be transferred / shared with NPA’s .   
 
Appendix 1 details how our work on wildlife since 2012 has followed  very closely the 
approach recommended in the Report and how this leads to the conclusion that the Report’s 
recommendations will demonstrably not deliver the step change in delivery that’s desired. 
 
We believe that if the Report had based its conclusions more directly on reliable evidence 
and practical experience this would likely have led to different and more effective 
conclusions. As we pointed out in our submission, there is currently no wildlife specific 
legislation in National Parks and this needs to be addressed. 
 
                                                           
1 These can be broad areas: ‘Wildlife’ also covers landscape, geology and tranquillity.  
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The proposal for a new National Landscapes service is commented on under Proposal 25.  
We agree with the principle that NPAs should be held to account for their work on wildlife. 
 
Proposal 2: The state of nature and natural capital in our national landscapes should 
be regularly and robustly assessed, informing the priorities for action 
 
We agree that having a better understanding of the status of nature and natural capital in 
protected landscapes would assist in planning and targeting priorities for action. 
 
The reality is that the impact of austerity has been to reduce the level of knowledge from its 
former mediocre position, and the level of change is increasing with the impacts of climate 
change and the loss of agri-environment coverage. 
 
This proposal is therefore strongly supported but the resource implications need to be firmly 
stated if it is to deliver action rather than imply progress which is currently not being made. 
 
The figures quoted in the Report regarding SSSI condition in the NYMNP are one of the 
areas where we would challenge the accuracy of the figures in the Report. 
 
Proposal 3: Strengthened Management Plans should set clear priorities and actions 
for nature recovery including, but not limited to, wilder areas and the response to 
climate change (notably tree planting and peatland restoration). Their implementation 
must be backed up by stronger status in law. 
 
We support the proposal that strengthened, targeted Management Plans with a stronger 
legal status should be implementing Nature Recovery work.  NPMPs should form the Local 
Nature Recovery Strategies for their respective NPs, something that should be clarified as 
the current Environment Bill goes through Parliament. 
 
Proposal 4: National landscapes should form the backbone of Nature Recovery 
Networks – joining things up within and beyond their boundaries 
 
We do, of course, agree with this, and there is much more for NPAs to do here.  But it has to 
be recognised that there are significant areas abundant in wildlife, and where wildlife should 
be abundant but is not, outside existing or likely Protected Landscapes.  This highlights the 
need for involvement of NE with the work of NPs at a collective level.  National Parks have a 
responsibility to contribute much to the Nature Recovery Network (NRN) but cannot alone 
say what the nation wants in terms of wildlife.  The work of NPs has to fit into the rest of the 
national picture.  This is true as a generality, but also because Climate Change is bringing 
rapid movement in wildlife populations which will not respect National Park - or local 
authority – boundaries. 
 
Proposal 5: A central place for national landscapes in new Environmental Land 
Management Schemes 
 
Newcastle University’s2 comment on this aspect of the Report is that “There is a paradox in 
the report when it moves onto ELMS” since this is identified as having the biggest potential 
impact but the Report essentially says it’s being dealt with “elsewhere in Government”.  

                                                           
2 Special and Outstanding: The Glover Review and the Nature Conservation Challenge in England's Designated 
Landscapes. Nicola Bell and Guy Garrod. Newcastle University Centre for Rural Economy 
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NYMNPA sees the opportunities that the new Environmental Land Management Scheme 
(ELMS) presents as central to the delivery of Nature Recovery work in protected landscapes 
and to protect the special qualities more broadly across the NP as a whole. As stated in our 
submission to the review: 

 
“In line with the Authority’s former Farm Scheme and the National Parks England 
paper ‘Farming in the English National Parks’, the National Park Authority should be 
provided with the remit to direct and deliver the new Environmental Land 
Management Schemes in the National Park. This would be an important step 
towards improving wildlife and habitats in the Park. Building on experience, 
relationships rooted in rural communities and a commitment to conservation through 
active management, this would help to ensure positive outcomes for nature and 
those who work the land.” 

 
The Report however proposes nothing stronger than that NPMP’s should set the framework 
for all ELMS payments.  NPAs (and AoNBs) should not administer the scheme, though 
possibly  
 

…’over time some landscapes [might]…take a leading role in creating bespoke 
schemes’. 

 
This is surprisingly unambitious.  As with the NRN , a national framework is needed but to 
rule out all local delivery given the poor record and high cost of centralised payment and 
regulation is unimaginative; it fails to exploit the advantages that small, low cost, relatively 
independent bodies can bring.  A recent study into the barriers affecting uptake of 
Countryside Stewardship in the NP showed the high level of support for local delivery by the 
NPA among the farming community. 
 
The recommendations, if carried out in full, would give this Authority a significantly weaker 
role in agri-environment schemes at an unspecified point in the future than it had between 
1990-2015.  This is not a recipe for increased levels of delivery of wildlife or anything else. 
  
If the Report’s bold ambitions for NPs are to be achieved they need suitably powerful 
mechanisms.  We hope Defra seriously considers large elements of local development and 
delivery of ELMS. This is a key area which illustrates that the barrier to success is not the 
zeal of our NPA Members but the level of support or otherwise from Defra. 
 
 
Proposal 6: A strengthened place for national landscapes in the planning system with 
AONBs given statutory consultee status, encouragement to develop local plans and 
changes to the National Planning Policy Framework. 
 
(Please also see comments on Proposal 26 and Appendix 3 for responses on Planning). 
 
We welcome the support for the planning powers of NPAs and the conclusion they don’t hold 
progress back. 
 
We would welcome changes to the NPPF if these took the form of greater detail and clarity 
as we consider that the current NPPF already gives sufficient protection in terms of strategic 
national policy to National Parks. The opportunity should however be taken now to provide 
more detailed national policy advice on what sort of economic and social development is 
considered appropriate in National Parks. The current broad brush approach to restricting 
the scale and extent of development, set out in a single paragraph, does not provide 
sufficient context for delivering effective sustainable development in National Parks through 
the planning system. 
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We welcome the proposal to revisit the Permitted Development Right system in NPs since 
this has been eroded over recent years, through continuous changes to planning 
regulations, which contradict the restrictive approach set out in the NPPF. 
 
We don’t agree with the suggestion that ‘separating planning from other work’ would lead to 
improvements, but would conversely create additional conflict and governance weakness. 
We comment on this in more detail under proposal 26. 

2. Landscapes for everyone 
 
We agree that there is much more to do in connecting people from all backgrounds and 
communities with protected landscapes. At the NYMNPA we are proud of the initiatives that 
welcome a diversity of people to experience our National Park.  Aside from the loss of our 
Moorsbus network we have protected this area of work from the cuts in services following 
austerity and have been able to expand it over the last three years.  
 
We regret that national data on the diversity of users of the range of NPA services is no 
longer collected. 
 
We think these proposals should go further, be bolder and not be limited to actions for NPAs 
and AoNBs.  As a cross-government review there is huge potential for Protected 
Landscapes to be at the heart of a wider range of initiatives. They have so much to offer, but 
the work needs to be driven cross-governmentally to get more done. A huge opportunity 
would be missed if the onus is solely on these organisations to continue to try and do this 
alone / through the partnerships we already work in.   
 
Commenting on the work done to connect people with nature this Chapter states…’In every 
national landscape…there is at least one brilliant example…But we have found this to be 
uneven and none seem to have the full complement; a landscape doing excellent work with 
children but none on health, others with amazing volunteer schemes but with no connection 
to people beyond their boundaries…And we have found interest, rather than a burning 
desire to change when we have discussed diversity…volunteer managers can feel… under-
resourced.’  
 
Appendix 2 assesses these comments against activity in the North York Moors, most of 
which is longstanding and some of which dates back to the previous millennium.   This has 
not been produced to conclude that this work should not expand greatly, develop, adapt and 
change.  But the contention that the current model does not allow these things to happen is 
flawed.  Since so much of it has taken place due to the enthusiasm of individual staff, 
members and volunteers, who have been working without the constraints and costs of a new 
centralised statutory body, we wonder what such a body would add.  Having to route 
funding, permissions and publicity via a national agency would slow down the work 
considerably. 
 
NYMNPA also runs a national award-winning Apprenticeship programme. 15% of the 
workforce are apprentices and we have trained nearly 200 apprentices in the last 15 years. 
This is a very practical way of engaging young people with the National Park and of helping 
them get jobs locally. 
 
All the activities listed in Appendix 2 have not just been approved by Members of the 
Authority but positively championed by them.  
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Proposal 7: A stronger mission to connect all people with our national landscapes, 
supported and held to account by the new National Landscapes Service 
 
The reason behind the proposed change to the wording of the second purpose to 
incorporate health and wellbeing is understood. However, regrettably this proposal has lost a 
very significant reference to ‘Special Qualities’, which would impact adversely on the 
strength of protection of National Landscapes through the planning system. Special Qualities 
are unique to National Parks,  a statutory term embodied in numerous planning policies and 
referred to in appeal decisions.  
 
A similar form of wording could be: “Actively connect all parts of society with National 
Landscapes to support understanding and enjoyment of their special qualities and in so 
doing to seek to improve the nation’s health and wellbeing” 
 
Proposal 8: A night under the stars in a national landscape for every child 
 
We particularly admire the ambition of this proposal.  
 
Input and advice from other Government departments on how this could work and be 
resourced should be key to delivery. Opportunities to fit with the national curriculum, (a 
nationwide Forest School initiative?), partnerships that fund young people’s health initiatives 
in National Parks and AONB’s,  technology that promotes the resources that National Parks 
and AONB have to offer for outdoor sporting pursuits to young people – these are just a few 
ideas that could be considered. 
 
We also endorse the proposal put forward in NPE’s ‘Road Map’ submission to the review, 
which supports the Outdoor Learning Institute’s Outdoor Citizen Campaign. 
 
Proposal 9: New long term programmes to increase the ethnic diversity of visitors 
 
Please see comments above and Appendix 2.  Our own programme continues especially 
through our partnerships in Teesside, we would love to see more resources available to 
strengthen these programmes. 
 
Proposal 10: Landscapes that cater for and improve the nation’s health and wellbeing 
 
We would agree that working with other institutions could help to deliver on this proposal. 
We’re not sure that the role of NP’s and AONB’s in helping the health of the Nation is 
anything new but it should be celebrated and built on – with resources to support it. 
Research completed in partnership with York University in 20183 estimated that every £1 
invested by DEFRA generates approximately £7 of health and well-being benefits   
 
Introducing more opportunities for disabled visitors to access NPs and AONBs is also 
supported.  There is certainly potential to make more rights of way more accessible. As well 
as our promoted dedicated accessible paths, we work to make all routes more accessible 
whenever possible, rather than every route accessible to the same standard. This work can 
be hugely resource intensive, estimated at an average £20k per kilometre (there are 2200km 
of RoW in this National Park).     

 
                                                           
3 NYMNPA – Measuring health and Well being Impact, Philip Linsley and Robert McMurray, York Management 
School, 2018 
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Proposal 11: Expanding volunteering in our national landscapes 
 
As the chart below illustrates, volunteers form a large proportion of our total effort.  Our 
volunteering offer in the NYMNPA offers a vast range of opportunities to a very diverse set of 
people, with sophisticated systems, training and guidance in place that offer excellent 
opportunities to our volunteers.  Approximately 40% of the total volunteering days are carried 
out by disabled people.  
 

 
 
Proposal 12: Better information and signs to guide visitors 
 
We welcome this proposal, because it recognises that the use of rights of way tends to be 
the number one reason why people spend time in the National Park. Our commitment to 
providing good quality ‘easy to use’ rights of way is a priority. Resourcing this work, which is 
one of our largest areas of discretionary spend, is a constant challenge. 

The legal responsibility for maintenance of public rights of way is already formally delegated 
to this NPA by the local Highway Authorities.  However the funding for this work is 
discretionary and drawn from our core budgets, not provided by local Highway Authorities. 

If the responsibility for the maintenance of prow were to become mandatory and not 
discretionary, dedicated resources to do so effectively and to an agreed standard must be 
made available. This should include additional rights of way officers, who would also support 
the other ambitions contained within Proposal 12 for better signage and greater liaison 
between the many visitor attractions and organisations within a National Park.  
 
Proposal 13: A ranger service in all our national landscapes, part of a national family 
 
More Rangers would certainly help achieve Park purposes.  More outreach workers based in 
urban communities would better achieve the specific goal of Landscapes for all. 
 
The proposal suggests an explicit purpose for all Rangers to help and encourage visitors to 
make the most of our landscapes. This should not lose sight of the important role that 
rangers play in supporting and working with residents and partner organisations, as well as 
visitors. It is also important to note that through necessity and scarceness of resources, 
almost every National Park has a slightly different role for their Ranger Service. Centralising 
and creating one common role with an explicit purpose could leave some National Parks 
with gaps in their provision for areas which rangers currently support. 

Paid Staff 
46% 

Volunteers 
44% 

Trainees 
9% 

Members 
1% 

Paid Staff

Volunteers

Trainees

Members
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The reference to a career structure through the National Landscape Service and other 
comments imply that rangers would be centrally managed and would  move between 
National Parks as part of their career path and training. This would be counterproductive – 
although the model may work well in the US, UK National Parks are populated by working, 
living communities.  Much of the Ranger role in the UK therefore involves liaison with the 
local community, being intimately familiar with their local patch and its people.  Having 
nationally employed Ranger staff with remote managers, working alongside other locally 
employed staff would add complexity.  Too much centralisation will tend to create one 
organisation, not one family. 
 
Any increase in ranger numbers would be welcomed, not only by rangers but also by 
residents and visitors, given the wide breadth of work that rangers undertake, their 
effectiveness in engaging with the public and their ability to amplify their impact through use 
of volunteers. Freedom to deploy those rangers in ways that meet the individual character 
and demands of each National Park/protected landscape is, however, vital.  
 
Proposal 14: National landscapes supported to become leaders in sustainable 
tourism 
 
We support this.  It is important to recognise the very different situation the English Parks 
face in terms of tourism numbers and pressures.  A key factor, possibly the key factor in 
making tourism sustainable is the means of travel, particularly the carbon footprint of this. 
 
Proposal 15: Joining up with others to make the most of what we have, and bringing 
National Trails into the national landscapes family 
 
We agree that National Trails should be seen as part of the National Landscapes family. 
 
The country’s second National Trail, the Cleveland Way, and the Wolds Way, have been 
managed in a fully integrated way with the NYMNPA for over 20 years; same office, same 
computers; interlinked volunteers; mutually supporting promotion and fund raising etc. 
 
We note that until recently the National Trails were more closely managed by NE. 

3. Living in Landscapes 
 
We agree strongly with the descriptive passages at the start of this section, for instance ‘you 
can see evolving human history everywhere’.  The ultimately positive conclusion is right. 
 
We agree with the view that National Parks need to work with and belong to their 
communities just as much as they need to engage with those outside their boundaries and 
cater (much more than they have done) for the needs of a diverse population. 
 
The first caveat we would add is that current governance arrangements for National Parks 
acknowledge the importance of input from local people and broadly allow them to make their 
own choices about who these are.   
 
Second, this section of the Report comes across as seeing local people more via the 
problems they encounter living in remote rural areas, such as housing and lack of public 
transport, than through the lens of the contribution they make to the landscapes they live in. 
It’s as if ‘they’ are over there and the thing that is the National Park is somehow remote and 
separate. That is not our mindset.  The problems are real but we are all in this together as 
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one family.  We think our expansive support for and work with volunteers, apprentices, 
contractors and local businesses helps us in part overcome the problems. 
 
To help engender this sense of local ownership we have worked hard to make the elections 
of our Parish Members real occasions within the framework of current legislation.  Our recent 
set of elections saw a record number of nominations.   Defra has previously supported 
NYMNPA’s request to allow Parishes to nominate anyone who resides in the NYM National 
Park, not just serving Parish Councillors, though this has not yet been actioned.  We suggest 
that this model is trialled as a practical and cost effective way of bringing greater confidence 
among local people in the work of the Authority. 
 
Other comments on governance can be found in our commentary on proposal 26. 
 
Proposal 17: National landscapes working for vibrant communities 
 
We consider the proposal for the existing duty to ‘seek to foster social and economic 
wellbeing’ to become a third National Park purpose unnecessary and worrying. We would 
welcome an explanation as to why the existing duty is considered vague: it is clearly 
delivered through the NPA’s planning role in delivering sustainable development, such as 
affordable housing, new employment and community facilities.  Other means of delivery 
come through conservation schemes where built heritage or wildlife projects deliver 
economic benefits and tourism initiatives which help deliver the second purpose.  The 
economic benefits of the latter can be substantial.  These vital and significant roles aren’t 
recognised in the report, though there is a statement that there is ‘wide variation’ in how it is 
interpreted. 
 
The report states ‘the purposes are fundamentally important because they tell us in law what 
the priorities are and are the basis on which action should happen’.  We could not agree 
more.  The implications of the proposed change are therefore profound. 
 
In the current position, NPAs have to ‘seek to foster’ in pursuit of their purposes. That means 
that: 

• It is accepted that you may not be able to in some circumstances; 
• You are always acting in pursuit of the two purposes. 
• The economy is not the starting point for all your other Plans. 
 

This has worked well in the NYM. There has been a constant stream of activities which do 
help the social and economic welfare of residents. The population has not declined since 
designation and the National Park economy is varied and vibrant. 
 
If you have a socio-economic purpose the world changes. It’s the reason you exist. It’s what 
you are funded for. You have to do it. 
 
Thus you will spend money on it. Less money will be spent on other things. You will be 
challenged to do more for the new purpose. You will have to try to achieve it even if it is 
inherently contradictory, which it sometimes is.  
 
The fundamental point about designating National Parks was to establish that there were 
some parts of the country where, in general, conservation and recreation had priority over 
economic considerations. We consider that giving one of the few parts of government that 
has a primarily environmental role an additional economic one is really unhelpful and 
curiously backwards looking.   
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One of the consequences of having this proposed third purpose, is that it would 
fundamentally influence not just the Management Plan, but the Local Plan, Section 62 and 
become an equal planning consideration on key developments. It would cloud every public 
inquiry. It would be positively counterproductive if public bodies had a duty to further a third 
purpose.  
 
It might be argued that the proposed purpose is circumscribed by the Sandford principle and 
defined as in support of the other two purposes.  But Sandford would be argued over at 
every turn. Even without this purpose, it is routine for developers to say that a development 
is needed because without jobs or houses there will be no-one to look after the National 
Park. Even the biggest developments are claimed to benefit tourism. This purpose would be 
heavily misquoted, as has already happened. 
 
It would moreover be more difficult to insist on stringent planning conditions, harder to 
require mitigation for harm under 106 agreements. The protection in the NPPF would be 
weakened. 
 
The Report says the new purpose would underpin ‘stronger’ Management Plans. We see 
reason to doubt that.  When writing a Management Plan you have a dilemma about what to 
cover.  A broader plan will erode the attention given to issues such as wildlife, or some other 
of the existing subjects.  You will have a wider Plan, not a stronger one.  Moreover, the 
social and economic functions are already the responsibility of the principal local authorities.  
They have plans and expertise in these areas to which we contribute.   We would prefer not 
to duplicate and we work well together to ensure our decisions are well informed and take 
account of these areas. 
 
The arguments for a third purpose have taken place over decades and been rejected many 
times, most recently by the review of Welsh National Parks. To date the environmental 
primacy has endured. We welcome the caveats the Report has added to the proposed 
purpose but do not believe they will be respected in practice.  This is not the time to undo the 
lasting legacy of the 1949 Act. National Parks need more protection not less. 
 
Proposal 18: A new National Landscapes Housing Association to build affordable 
homes 
 
We welcome proposals that would result in increased delivery of affordable housing in 
national landscapes. However, the report is not clear on why an additional, albeit bespoke 
Housing Association will make a significant difference. There are already scores of local 
Housing Associations operating in the National Parks and given proper levels of funding 
through Homes England this mechanism is already delivering affordable housing through the 
Rural Exceptions Site approach which is a long established planning policy first implemented 
in National Parks. 

We don’t think that this proposal would effectively tackle the problems of affordable housing 
delivery in National Parks as there is a large range of complex reasons, mostly relating to 
land availability, funding and significant local objection to sites rather than a shortage of 
Housing Providers.  

The report suggests that NPAs should consider using their powers to set conditions on new 
housing to ensure it remains affordable. We were surprised to see this statement given that 
they have been applying such planning conditions (and s106 legal agreements) to planning 
permissions for housing for decades.  Indeed, this is done not just to ensure they remain 
affordable but also to restrict their occupancy and prohibit their use as second homes. 
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As the Report has identified, the high proportion of holiday and second homes in National 
Parks is a very significant factor in limiting the availability of housing stock for residents, 
particularly as it eats into the existing stock, by far the majority.   It has however failed to 
suggest a meaningful solution, such as the ability to control this use through changes to the 
planning system.  This is an area where support for a ground breaking proposal would be 
welcome.  In relation to the comments on NPPF, we don’t consider that national planning 
policy is a constraint to affordable housing delivery. The limitation on numbers delivered 
through market quotas has been removed and numbers in rural areas can now be set at any 
level. 

This Authority has a strong record of delivering affordable housing on rural exceptions sites, 
and a large reason for this is the use of rural housing enablers who are able to use their local 
knowledge and connections to bring together the land, funding and people in need. In our 
view, this and the lack of any evidence over the reluctance of housing associations to lend 
would suggest that further funding and deployment of rural housing enablers would be a 
more effective use of resources than the setting up of a national housing association. 

Proposal 19: A new approach to coordinating public transport piloted in the Lake 
District, and new, more sustainable ways of accessing national landscapes 
 
We support this proposal, recognising that the vast majority of visitors to National Parks 
arrive by car. We note that this Authority once funded a full ‘The MoorsBus’, network linking 
the NP to surrounding conurbations which had to be withdrawn following austerity reductions 
in grant. 

4. More Special Places 
We strongly support the idea that there should be more special places.  We would in general 
be delighted if AoNBs got new responsibilities and more powers.  There is however a  
dilemma which we might wish not to exist but does: more Special Places are leading to less 
special places.  
 
Over the recent past there has been a tendency to have more Protected Landscapes but 
with less protection and fewer resources per hectare.  This is the reverse of the trend in 
earlier decades when higher protection and resources in NPs were later rolled out 
elsewhere.  By less protection we mean several things: the erosion of the planning controls 
in National Parks which have taken place over recent years and the general weakening of 
the resolve and resources of the main regulatory bodies to protect them.  Agri-environment 
spend, which buys protection, is also declining.  This Authority has had major reductions in 
its core grant. 
 
So the dilemma seems to be that more designations may come at the cost of the resources 
and protection for existing ones. Maybe we should not be surprised.  Keeping 10% of the 
country special is easier than 25%.   
 
There is also a more fundamental point.  While accepting that all landscapes matter – they 
do -  if anywhere can be a National Park – a city, or land that is not ‘wild and open’ then the 
basis on which the original National Parks were proposed and designated has been 
changed.  Designation does bring with it added protection but the original criterion for 
protection was not simply that areas needed this, but that they were of a particular quality.  
Over long periods of time that ‘quality’ has of course varied.  Most of the English Parks have 
a history of industrial activity and, far enough back, significant centres of population.   Kruger 
National Park in South Africa has just unearthed major remains from the Great Zimbabwe 
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civilisation.  Back in the UK, maybe we should be encouraging more places to make leaps 
towards radical environmental improvement such as the National Forest is doing today, 
opening the way for new National Parks in years to come when a particular set of  
environmental qualities has been reached. 
 
That would maintain the principle that there has to be something particularly special about 
the nature of the places designated for the brand and value of National Parks to maintain 
their force, while not seeing them as  forever limited to the original list of proposals. 
 
We would recommend that all parties should be working together to: 
 

• link National Parks for recreation and wildlife (for example by an integrated National 
Trails network and green corridors) 

• transmit better the positive experiences and practices in National Parks to the wider 
countryside, and vice versa 

• use the full range of designations, peri-urban areas and city parks to maximise 
contact with nature  

• raise expectations for the highest standards in existing National Parks 
 

 
If there are new National Park designations they should be made in this context.  
Designating new areas while reducing resources and/or protection to existing ones is not an 
overall improvement. 

5. New Ways of Working 
 
We acknowledge the review’s intention to ‘not get bogged down in structures and 
processes’, whilst agreeing that these things do make a difference if we want to achieve as 
much as we can for our protected landscapes.  
 
Proposal 23: Stronger purposes in law for our national landscapes 
 
We would like to restate here what we advocated in our original submission to the review – 
this still stands for us.  
 
“This review presents an opportunity to restate a commitment to the current National Park 
purposes and duty, which should not be ‘diluted’, or changed in priority. We believe that 
National Parks are distinct in having conservation at their heart, and this distinction must not 
be eroded: conservation should continue to be the first of two equal purposes of National 
Park Authorities. If we do not conserve the things that make National Parks special there will 
be nothing special to understand and enjoy.” 
 
We have commented earlier (proposal 1, proposal 7, proposal 17) in this paper on the 
proposed set of ‘stronger purposes’ for NPA’s. In summary,  
 
• We support the proposal to change the wording of the first purpose to “recover, conserve 

and enhance natural beauty, biodiversity and natural capital, and cultural heritage”. We 
believe that, for this change to have an impact it needs to be matched by stronger 
powers and increased resources for encouraging more wildlife and better habitats.   

 
• We think that the second purpose should remain with the same level of priority attached 

to it on the basis that it is ultimately dependent upon the successful pursuit of the first 
purpose. We support the inclusion of a reference to health and well-being, whilst being 
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alarmed at the loss of the reference to ‘Special Qualities’, which would directly impact on 
the strength of protection for National Parks. We propose the following wording for the 
second purpose: “Actively connect all parts of society with National Landscapes to 
support understanding and enjoyment of their special qualities and in so doing to seek to 
improve the nation’s health and wellbeing” 

 
• On the proposal for a ‘third purpose’, we are in absolute disagreement, and believe it 

would be damaging to the National Park and undermine  the work of this National Park 
Authority. The central reason for their designation was to establish that there were some 
parts of the country where conservation and recreation took priority over economic 
considerations – adding an economic purpose, however phrased, would be a significant 
retrograde step for the North York Moors. 

 
Proposal 25: A new National Landscapes Service bringing our 44 national landscapes 
together to achieve more than the sum of their parts 
 
We appreciate that the proposal for a new National Landscape Service (NLS) is there to 
support the implementation of a range of the proposals that are put forward by the review, 
and we recognise that a wide set of ambitions such as these requires some new thinking 
and a fresh approach.   
 
We would concur that a strengthened voice at ‘the centre’, which supports our purposes and 
gives protected landscapes more clout across Government is a sound aspiration. There are 
some elements of the proposal for a new NLS that could help to deliver this. At the same 
time we consider many of the proposed responsibilities of a new NLS unnecessary, 
potentially expensive and impractical.   We are also concerned that the review places so 
much emphasis on one (as yet non-existent) organisation to deliver a large number of the 
proposals in the review.  We note that (though it appears to have wider roles) the proposed 
body is a Landscape Service; this would be a curious move back to separation of landscape 
and nature. 
 
A quick ‘search and find’ in the proposals highlights that 17 of them (or two thirds) rely on the 
establishment and smooth running of this new organisation to get things done: taking 
responsibility for holding NPAs to account for management plan delivery, negotiating a multi-
annual financial settlement, leading a process for appointing chairs and members, 
coordinating a 1,000 strong national ranger service, driving delivery of nature recovery 
strategies, leading a new National Landscapes affordable housing association, fundraising… 
the list goes on.  
 
This reveals a complex mix of advocacy, direct delivery, accountability, collaboration, setting 
vision and strategy, and resource allocation, which would require substantial funding and 
would add an extra layer of complexity needing to find its place alongside Natural England, 
the Environment Agency, Forestry Commission, the new Office for Environmental Protection 
as well as Defra’s Natural Environment Directorate and in particular the Protected 
Landscapes team. 
 
We would advocate a more streamlined and focused approach, which would concentrate on 
becoming a ‘cross-government champion’ for National Parks and AONBs, and avoid direct 
delivery.  
 
Input from other government Departments is critical and at the very least an annual meeting 
between Defra, NE, NPAs and these is essential with much improved contact in between.  
We believe the best role for this body in relation to the NPAs is to be able to challenge and 
exhort rather than control, thus other important roles should be: 
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• challenging and acting as critical friend to the NPAs 
• looking at all NPs’ and AoNBs’ Management Plans and promoting effective action 

across them 
• working with NE to join up and organise input to programmes such as the Nature 

Recovery Network 
• ensuring exchange of best practice within and beyond the family  
• challenging other parts of local and national government to abide by the National 

Parks Circular and S62 
• assisting with joint fund raising 
• promoting the most effective culture 

 
It would be much preferable for this group to be non-statutory, and suggest it might be 
hosted by, but independent of, Natural England.  This semi-autonomous status would give it 
presence in government but also independence from it.   This is important in terms of 
securing continuity in support for National Park purposes and the long term management of 
the landscapes themselves.  This arrangement would ensure close co-ordination with the 
work of NE which is essential. 
 
Defra’s Protected Landscape Branch and Natural England (and especially its predecessors)  
used to play a bigger role supporting, challenging and co-ordinating NPA work.  There needs 
to be agreement on who does what.  This needs to take into account the need for formal 
responsibility for NPAs’ use of public funds and NE’s position as the body responsible for 
wildlife and landscape across the country as a whole. 
 
Proposal 26. Reformed governance to inspire and secure ambition in our national 
landscapes and better reflect society 
 
The Board 
 
As far as we understand the Report’s proposal, all those on the Board would have to be 
appointed from the centre including the proposed community seats4.  This approach runs 
counter to the trend in Protected Areas on an international level where collaborative systems 
of governance are emerging to replace the old centralised state dominated systems. A lived 
in landscape and the governance of that landscape are not separate things. 
 
We believe there should continue to be members of the Board appointed by the principal 
local authorities. 
 
The local authority members who currently sit on NPAs are elected and as such have 
credibility of a type that someone appointed centrally does not have. To lose all formal links 
with local authorities would weaken this NPA in several ways.  A topical illustration of this is 
the current debate in North Yorkshire on Devolution.  Our local authority status gives us a 
seat at the table to help develop the proposals – which happen to be strong on nature 
recovery and climate change – and knowledge of the governance proposals which might 
weaken us. 
 
Our local authority members are also individually a valuable route back to their appointing 
bodies. 
 

                                                           
4 The Report suggests a ‘citizen service’ for selecting community representatives but it seems likely that these 
would have to be appointed by a central statutory agency or Minister. 
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We suspect that while following local authority procedures can at times be cumbersome, a 
move to central government control might not remove all bureaucracy…. 
 
Furthermore, an entirely centrally appointed Board could lead to a major loss of local 
support. This would cause many practical problems and reduce the effectiveness of the 
NYMNPA. At its best, the current system makes good use of a variety of talents and 
perspectives working in collaboration, as a family. That forms part of our culture.  A Board of 
central appointees would find it hard to develop that and if not impossible would certainly be 
a long term project.  
 
Please see above in the intro to section 3. for our comments on improving the election of 
parish members to the Authority. 
 
Planning 
 
NPAs are strategic, local and minerals planning authorities.  Planning powers are the 
bedrock of NP protection – indeed NPAs have very few regulatory/enforcement powers 
outside the Town and Country Planning system.  Understanding how this operates and 
integrates with other functions is therefore vital to the positive development of National 
Parks.   
 
We are concerned that the Report may not have fully taken into account some important 
aspects of this work. 
 
In terms of the local population, planning decisions are very important and major 
developments are central to the nature and appearance of the Park.  Both of these factors 
suggest that the full Board should have ultimate responsibility for Planning.  While it is true 
that Planning could dominate the work of an NPA, and in particular the role of Members, 90 - 
95% of planning decisions are delegated to officers and planning accounts for only 10% of 
our spend.  It is not clear whether the Panel appreciated that so many decisions are 
delegated when they recommended the establishment of semi-detached Planning 
committees. It seems entirely appropriate that the most important decisions affecting the 
Park should be taken by the Board.   These can have profound impacts on the Park itself 
and the legal, financial and reputational standing of the Authority.  To pass responsibility for 
planning decisions to a separate Planning Committee with a different set of members not 
responsible for the legal, financial and reputational standing of the Authority is a recipe for 
serious dispute and inconsistency.  But since the great majority of decisions are delegated 
and the Board would have to take the most far-reaching ones, there would be few decisions 
left for a Planning Committee to take. 
 
The Report focusses on planning decisions (‘Development Management’) and is silent on 
the more fundamental plan making role of the Authority – which guides all the decisions.  
The Report is not clear on where plan making sits in the proposed new arrangements.  This 
is important because those making decisions on individual applications should be the same 
as those setting policy against which those decisions are based.  Existing arrangements 
deliver integrated and consistent decision making across the Management Plan, Local Plan 
and individual planning decisions.  We cannot see how this could be delivered under the 
proposed new arrangements. 
 
Nor are we in agreement with the suggestion that the planning role of NPAs should be 
separated from other work- we think that this would be a major retrograde step. There is only 
one Place.  The planning function plays an integrated role in achieving National Park 
purposes and achieving sustainable development.  It interacts closely with work on wildlife, 
beauty, dark skies, tranquillity, archaeology, landscape, transport, built heritage, 
tourism,…almost everything we do.  The Local Plan derives from the Management Plan and 
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the Special Qualities.  This is the bedrock of what we do and to unpick it would be a peculiar 
step backwards. 
 
Proposal 27: A new financial model – more money, more secure, more enterprising 
 
This proposal is obviously the one with the most scope to set out how the ambitions detailed 
in the rest of the report can be funded. Aspirations are high, and ambitious well-resourced 
programmes of work are needed to match the aspirations. 
 
We agree with the statement that ‘central government funding should continue and be both 
extended and secured across a five year period…’ 
 
The Report continues… 
 
‘this is justified to redress historical under-funding’. 
 
We welcome too this acknowledgement that funding for protected landscapes is not large on 
a national scale.  
 
At the same time there seems to be a sense of surprise and disappointment in the report 
that not more is happening in many areas of work. This is one of the reasons why we have 
drawn attention to resources and the reduced levels of core NPA grant in this commentary.    
 
The Report continues: 
 
‘However the system needs to move away from over-reliance on core grants towards more 
diverse, larger and more sustainable flows of funds…’ 
 
NYMNPA receives a core grant of £4.3 million from Defra and turns it into a resource of over 
£13 million. We are puzzled therefore by what the Report means by ‘over-reliance’.  And we 
wonder what new flows of resources are likely to be bigger and more sustainable than those 
we have already tapped. 
 
We agree with the principle that NPAs should generate income and seek other funding 
sources, (as long as this is helping to achieve the two purposes).  We have first-hand 
experience of the diversification the Report argues for (as have other NPAs).  We currently 
have 19 sources of earned income and have recently received grants from 12 different 
funding sources.  Of these income sources 9 are over £100,000, in addition to the Defra 
grant 
 
The lessons that we’ve learned along the way include: 
 

• Understanding the true cost of your efforts (largely staff time) is central to 
effectiveness. 
 

• Not pursuing poor value income sources is vital. 
 

• Almost all non-core sources of income bring cost demands on core funding to 
generate the money and to deliver the required outputs. This places a limit on the 
degree of gearing that can be achieved. To achieve significantly more than we do 
now would require extra core funds, or changed legislation. 

 
• The amount of resource that can be brought to bear via Volunteering is huge; this is 

an integral part of our organisational culture (see proposal 11). To do this well in a 
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way that achieves something meaningful both for the protected landscape and the 
individual volunteer requires a long term commitment and a working culture that 
values everyone’s contribution.  
 

• Significant income can be generated from fees for car parking and planning – but this 
is dependent on owning land (not all NPAs do) and funding a Planning Department in 
the first place.  Issues such as the cost of car park management can be really 
important to net income. 
 

• Commercial sponsorship has generated very little money, and is for us one of the 
least cost effective means of raising funds. This is because it tends to take a 
relatively large amount of staff time to generate relatively small amounts.  The sums 
generated are less than the differences in cost of different car park management 
regimes.  We do get significant money from the private sector but not via 
sponsorship. 
 

• There are under-used sources of external grant aid.  Though these can be unstable 
and may require quick fire applications but they can bring in six figure sums. 

 
• Income from S106 agreements may be very significant but in law this can only 

accrue if harm has been done in the first place, which the 106 money mitigates and 
compensates. 

 
We are puzzled by the exhortation to us to: 
 
‘prepare medium to long term financial plans that reflect a more diverse range of income 
sources…complementing core central government grant…’ 
 
We have been doing this for the best part of two decades so this of itself will not lead to the 
increase in resources that delivering the Report requires. 
 
We are concerned that the assumption that central funding from taxes is not sustainable 
could become self-fulfilling.  The Report itself quotes John Dower as saying: 
 
“There can be few national purposes which, at so modest a cost, offer so large a prospect of 
health-giving happiness for the people,”  
 
So why assume this can’t happen?  The thrust of the Report and its urgent subject matter – 
climate change, nature recovery, children’s health would seem to justify more resources 
from the nation rather than occasional donations from individuals and companies. 
 
The Report’s main proposal for additional income is that this should come from: 
 
‘an ambitious commercial and philanthropic programme of fundraising. It should learn from 
…agencies such as Canal and River Trust, Forestry England and Kew Gardens….Woodland 
and National Trusts…US National Parks Foundation’.  
 
One fundamental issue sets most of the English National Parks apart from all of these 
bodies – they do not own significant amounts of land, or/and property which has the potential 
to generate large amounts of income, directly or otherwise.  Where such land is owned, it is 
generally managed to generate the income it should, as with Car Parks. 
 
Overall however, the land ownership of the NPAs is not nearly extensive enough, or sited so 
as to allow, or has a legal basis to permit, the use of their land to make an attractive ‘offer’ to 
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potential members. It seems very unlikely that membership would become large enough 
scale to justify the cost of servicing it.  Development of the existing network of National Park 
Societies and Trusts seems a better way of drawing more resources into National Parks 
from membership and legacies.. 
 
NPAs are in any case, charged with achieving their purposes for everyone, over the entire 
Park - not just the parts of it which will generate income from those who pay.  We have 
raised money from both commercial and philanthropic sources but far, far more important is 
National Lottery Heritage Fund funding. The success of that body is now vital to much of our 
work. 
 
Scale of resources required 
 
The Road Map document submitted by National Parks England to the Review, (initially in 
December 2018) costs out five opportunities identified as priorities to ‘significantly improve 
the environment and people’s experience of our National Parks’. These include National 
Parks as better places for nature, bespoke farming and land management schemes, a new 
partnership with the NHS, a commitment for every child to visits a National Park and a focus 
on more engagement. These came with a commitment to ‘reigniting the shared passion, 
pride in place, and sense of common rights and values’ that originally led to the creation of 
National Parks.’ An estimate of the cost of this was £238 million. 
 
This included an additional cost of £56.4 million annually to support meaningful progress in 
habitat improvement and species reintroduction (beyond that which may flow in to the Parks 
through ELMS) and an estimate that to engage with all children during their time at school by 
supporting the Institute for Outdoor Learning’s Outdoor Citizen Campaign would require an 
additional budget of at least £8 million.  
 
Efficiencies/Savings 
 
The Report suggests three areas where savings could be made. All of these are absolutely 
tiny in terms of central government spend.   The first is by reducing the number of 
appointees to the NPAs and replacing them with fewer Board members all appointed 
centrally.  We do not accept the comparator examples given in the Report as helpful to a 
realistic assessment of the proposed solution (for instance, big national bodies may have 
regional committees in addition to their Boards).  The total amount paid to Members in our 
NPA is approximately £80k per annum. 
 
It is hard to see a smaller centrally appointed Board keeping the same low level of 
allowances when the rates paid to Members of other national Defra Boards are considered. 
Indeed, the cost could well be higher, especially if the proposed extra Planning sub-
Committee members are also paid.  
 
Savings are also suggested through efficiencies that may result from merging ‘specialised’ 
functions. NPAs have carried out their own work on this subject ad nauseam over many 
years. NPAs currently benefit from the best of all worlds – access to nationally negotiated 
rates via the Crown Commercial Service for eg vehicles; local authority framework 
agreements; relatively cheap local rural labour and contractors. Some services are already 
shared between 10 or 15 NPAs. Others have bespoke arrangements between smaller 
groups of NPAs. For the NYMNPA significant and successful long term agreements are in 
place for legal and financial services with local authorities. We share an office, services and 
some fundraising with an AONB. 
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Defra shared services have previously examined whether they could take on our core admin 
functions and declined to bid for this work as they could not match the cost of locally 
procured services. 
 
Centralisation of 10 small remote rural bodies is only likely to increase inefficiency and costs. 
Bigger is not always better. This is not to argue that shared services should not be looked at 
yet again, but the prospects for significant and genuine efficiency savings are small and the 
possibility of reduced efficiency very real. 
 
The third area mentioned is by abolishing National Parks England, which employs two and a 
half people. 
 
In terms of mechanics, the Report recommends ‘stopping the complex routing of funds via 
Defra.’  As we understand it, the fact that Defra now allocates the funds directly to each 
NPA, and not via the Countryside Agency, is a simplification.  To re-introduce funding via an 
agency such as the NLS would add complexity 
 
 

In conclusion, we believe more core funding is justified.  We’re concerned that the 
suggestions set out in the Report don’t come anywhere near what’s needed to see a step 
change in what can be delivered, and could send us down an inappropriate path. 
 
We agree that NPAs should be expected to be entrepreneurial in generating more income, 
compatible with Park purposes; but we would suggest different priorities and sectors for the 
sources of extra resource than those suggested by the Report.   

Other points  
 
Cultural heritage 
 
It is inevitable that any Report will concentrate on some areas and not others, just as this 
commentary has done. As previously stated, we do not disagree that there is an urgent need 
to increase nature in National Parks. It is noticeable however that in its 168 pages there are 
only 14 mentions of cultural heritage, mainly where these words are quoted in the Purposes. 
This compares with 252 times that nature, biodiversity and wildlife are referenced. As long 
term managers of the Parks with equal responsibility for all parts of our first purpose we 
cannot and should not down tools on cultural heritage. The report does not suggest this but 
NP managers have to manage the pressure to do more in other areas with no suggested 
discourse or solution to funding Cultural Heritage work. 
 
New Innovation and technology 
 
Finally, as the review continues to be discussed, analysed and acted upon we would urge 
any cross-government response to consider the opportunities that technology and innovation 
can offer for achieving the ambitions set out here. This is an area that we feel very largely ill-
equipped to offer commentary but hope others can fill the gap. 

Suggestions that have been mooted: 

• A mindfulness app that introduces users (wherever they are) to the tranquillity and 
beauty of National Parks 

• a national online resource that supports citizen science initiatives in protected 
landscapes.    
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• ‘Virtual’ twinning with other protected landscapes internationally – to drive learning 
and best practice 

Summary 
 
We welcome the report and its ambitions – and we recognise ourselves in many places in 
the analysis.  We commend the review team for their enthusiasm and insightfulness.  The 
report and its findings have provided us with plenty of food for thought. 
 
 
Five things TO do 

• Champion full cross-government engagement in response to the review 
• Deliver the great ambitions 
• Keep the special qualities of National Parks 
• Give NPAs the powers and resources to do more for wildlife. 
• Give much of the responsibility for ELMS to National Parks 

 
 
Five things NOT to do 

• Introduce a third National Park purpose 
• Lose the support and democratic input of local people 
• Introduce a statutory National Landscape Service  
• Separate planning from other work 
• Lose all interest in the cultural heritage 

 
 
We welcome the ambitions to: 
 
 Do much more for wildlife 
 Give every child a night under the stars 
 Give AoNBs more power and resources 
 Ensure everyone is able to enjoy and understand National Parks 
 Have more affordable housing 
 Improve the nation’s health 
 Lead on Climate Change 

 
We also welcome the detailed proposals to: 
 
 Strengthen the status of Management Plans 
 Review Permitted Development Rights 
 Give RoW responsibilities to National Parks 
 Promote high quality standards across the family of protected landscapes 
 Robustly and regularly update the state of natural capital 
 Make more rights of way accessible for all 

 
This commentary suggests however that the proposals to translate the excellent ambitions 
into action are often unworkable and sometimes threaten the goals they seek to achieve. 
 
We are particularly concerned about the proposal for a third economic purpose, the erosion 
of the independence of the NPA via a statutory NLS, the weak recommendations with 
respect to ELMS and the impractical and unnecessary proposals on planning. Between 
them, these have the capacity to significantly undermine the work of this NPA.  Unfortunately 
there is little or no real evidence or historical analysis to support the conclusions of the 
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Report with respect to these or several other potentially damaging recommendations, which 
seem to us to be  essentially backward looking in nature.  The jump from positive big 
ambitions to negative assumptions and mismatched conclusions becomes increasingly 
evident as you read the report. 
 
But the biggest puzzle concerns the Report’s central message – that National Parks should 
be achieving more and be more different from the rest of the country.  We could hardly 
disagree with the aim, but we believe the Report misses the key reason for this entirely.  
Because it has missed the reason, its recommendations are unlikely to deliver the ambitions. 
 
The main reason is that legislation, spending and often policy within the National Parks are 
essentially the same as legislation, spending and policy outside them.  As long as these 
factors remain the same, there is unlikely to be a really significant difference in what NPAs 
do or the environmental quality of the National Parks compared with the land outside them. 
 
To drive delivery on a larger scale the Report suggests the creation of a statutory National 
Landscape Service within Defra. As proposed this would breed confusion and would 
duplicate the role of NE.  Central control is not the answer, though we agree that more 
challenge, co-ordination and support at a national level would add value.  Instead clarity 
between Defra, Natural England, AoNBs and NPAs about their respective roles is needed – 
and for them to fulfil them.  More fundamentally, increasing delivery requires increased 
resources and powers harnessed to policies and support across government.  At a regional 
level, retaining/gaining the support of local authorities is vital. 
 
One of the features of the Report is that its important ambitions are not matched by a 
realistic view of the required resources, powers, policies and support.  Indeed, it is notable 
that several of the main areas where the Report urges more action are areas which were 
reduced in scale following austerity and have not until recently come back to the forefront of 
discussion. 
 
The record since the financial crash is of governments of all colours prioritising other issues.  
A centralised statutory NLS would be subject to such changing priorities.  Independent NPAs 
have had some ability to continue to champion issues such as wildlife and outreach even 
while they were out of favour on the Westminster scene, as this paper demonstrates.   
 
In Conclusion: 
 

• A non-statutory arrangement for better central challenge and co-ordination is 
proposed, retaining the independence of the NPAs and local support. 

• Cross government action is critical – NPAs cover five Government Departments – 
this must be stitched into the above. 

• Culture is more important than structure.. 
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Appendix 1 Wildlife and the North York Moors NPA 
 
The Review proposes that Management Plans should identify ‘specific locations for a range 
of actions to help improve the ecological resilience of habitats and species…They should 
describe the extent and location of habitat networks…they should be carried out with and by 
partners…they should follow natural capital principles…assessments…should form the basis 
for prioritised, targeted and long term programmes…to recover nature…these must be 
developed with land managers… 
 
In 2012 a new NYMNP Management Plan was approved. This was pioneering as an early 
attempt to follow natural capital principles. It included a Strategic Habitat Map (see Map 1 
below) in support of the aim to ensure ‘habitats…are much better connected and native 
woodland flora and fauna are expanding significantly’. The Plan included numeric targets. 
The Authority subsequently made habitat improvements its first Strategic Priority in its 
Business Plan and approved a more detailed map of areas for action. (Map 2) This was 
followed by further more detailed charts and plans and action on the ground involving lots of 
collaboration with land managers (Map 3)We have funded this from core resources and 
brought in significant extra funds to help. 
 
In other words, NYMNPA carried out, almost exactly, the precise actions proposed by the 
Review six years ago. The fact that we are admonished for not doing something we have 
already done is not the important thing. 
 
What we can indubitably learn from our experience is that the solutions proposed by the 
Review will not lead to the large scale change it wishes to see. We have been there and 
tried. This is because without really large scale resources and some extra powers to gather 
the data and make the plans happen, they will not do so. That is why, in one of its 
submissions to the Review, NPE proposed a budget of £56m for work on nature 
conservation and asked for consideration of more powers for NPAs.  
 
Unfortunately the Review has either not understood the issues or has not found the resolve 
to ask Government for the tools we need to do the job.  
 
 
Map 1. Management Plan – Strategic habitat connections 
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Map 2 Business Plan – Wildlife Connections 

 

Map 3 Detailed Departmental Plan 
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Appendix 2 The North York Moors welcome 
Commenting on the work done to connect people with nature the Report states…’In every 
national landscape…there is at least one brilliant example…But we have found this to be 
uneven and none seem to have the full complement; a landscape doing excellent work with 
children but none on health, others with amazing volunteer schemes but with no connection 
to people beyond their boundaries…And we have found interest, rather than a burning 
desire to change when we have discussed diversity…volunteer managers can feel… under-
resourced.’ 
 
The paragraphs below assess these comments against activity in and around the North York 
Moors. 
 
The NYMNPA has a core funded education programme to reach all school students. This 
covers 68,400 pupils - all those in the National Park and within 10 miles of it. This covers 
south Teesside with some of the most deprived wards in the country. 4,400 children each 
year are able to experience the NP on educational visits through a transport fund targeted at 
those schools within the highest areas of deprivation surrounding the Park. 
 
The Education Service also supports the delivery of River Esk Youth Fishing Club. The 
"Happiness Project" helps children take effective control of their lives whilst expanding their 
strategies to overcome life’s challenges and detox from digital stimuli.  
 
We have worked specifically with BAME communities since long before the excellent 
MOSAIC project was started and still do. We employ a part time worker on Teesside to help 
with this. 
 
A separate, also core funded transport scheme brings in 1,800 people from BAME 
communities in areas of high deprivation. Of these 800 are individuals on free family summer 
visits through a feast of fun initiative, in partnership with the charity Together Middlesbrough 
and Cleveland, who live in food poverty. A yearly picnic in the National Park is also 
organised for members of the BAME community. These initiatives are part of a long standing 
programme of work to involve BAME communities which derives from research funded by 
the Authority in the late 1990s. Despite the 40% cut in our core grant this work was extended 
in the last two Business Plans. Representatives from BAME communities speak directly to 
Members at full Authority meetings in a cycle that has been going on for more than ten 
years. 
 
Our local survey work shows a rising proportion of BAME visitors (which does not suggest to 
us that the job is more than just begun). 
 
The ‘Explorers’ encompasses the Explorer Club and Explorer Volunteers.  The Explorer Club 
is a project which offers families with children aged two to 14 the opportunity to participate in 
practical conservation activities as well as learning about the wildlife and habitats of the 
NYMNP.  In addition to this, they work towards gaining the John Muir Discovery Award. 
 
Once the families have completed their Explorer Club journey, they ‘graduate’ to become 
Explorer Volunteers.  As Explorer Volunteers, they continue to attend monthly sessions eg 
with the Young Rangers and our Moors and Valleys Young Archaeologist Club.  Those 
Explorer Volunteer families, who are keen, can work towards gaining the next level of the 
John Muir Award which is the Explorer Level.  
 
We have run a Young Ranger programme for more than ten years.  This interacts with other 
programmes run by the NPA. 
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Alternative education providers – we run a programme for excluded/disengaged school 
children who visit the Park and carry out practical tasks. This has proved effective at building 
confidence and is leading to much better school attendance.   
 
Health…Much of the work described above has been designed to have a positive impact on 
health. We also run a health walks programme with over 50 walks.  Two volunteers provide 
virtual walks for those who are unable to physically walk any more. 
 
NYMNPA has 766 volunteers doing around 22,000 days a year.  The work they undertake is 
hugely varied – fixing computer hard drives, mending paths, greeting visitors, counting birds, 
leading walks, stuffing envelopes, posting on social media. There are 3.2 full time staff 
funded from core supporting this work plus 36 people who directly lead/manage volunteers. 
Our colleagues would certainly like more resources, but they are aware this area is a priority 
and tell us they do not feel undervalued. 
 
Of our volunteer days, 9000 are done by disabled people in associate groups which we 
support financially, with leaders and with practical assistance. For instance our work with 
Autism Plus involves disabled people carrying out practical work in pursuit of Park purposes, 
often in conjunction with non-disabled groups. 
 
NYMNPA also runs a national award winning Apprenticeship programme. 13% of the 
workforce are apprentices and we have trained nearly 200 over the years. This is a very 
practical way of engaging young people with the Park and of helping them get jobs locally.  
This work has won a string on regional and national awards. 
 
All these activities have not just been approved by Members of the Authority but positively 
championed by them.  
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